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A new beam dump has been designed, built, installed and operated to withstand the future proton beam extracted from the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) in the framework of the LHC Injector Upgrade (LIU) Project at CERN. The future proton beam consists of up to \(1 \times 10^{14}\) protons per pulse at 2 GeV and is foreseen after the machine upgrades planned for CERN’s LS2 (2019-2020).

In order to be able to efficiently dissipate the heat deposited by the primary beam, the new dump was designed as a cylindrical block assembly, made out of a copper alloy and cooled by forced airflow.

In order to determine the energy density distribution deposited by the beam in the dump, Monte Carlo simulations were performed using the FLUKA code, and thermo-mechanical analyses were carried out by importing the energy density into ANSYS®. In addition, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations of the airflow were performed in order to accurately estimate the heat transfer convection coefficient on the surface of the dump.

This paper describes the design process, highlights the constraints and challenges of integrating a new dump for increased beam power into the existing facility and provides data on the operation of the dump.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) has accelerated protons as part of CERN’s accelerator complex for more than 40 years [1]. Ever since its construction, the accelerator has undergone several upgrades that have made possible, among other things, drastic increases in both the extracted intensities and extraction energies. From the \(5.4 \times 10^{12}\) protons per pulse (ppp) extracted at 800 MeV in late 1973 [2], in recent years the Booster has accelerated up to \(4 \times 10^{13}\) ppp at an energy of 1.4 GeV. Moreover, as a result of the LHC Injector Upgrade (LIU) project at CERN [3], foreseen after the machine upgrades planned for CERN’s LS2 (Long Shutdown 2, 2019-2020), the Booster will be able to accelerate up to \(1 \times 10^{14}\) ppp at 2 GeV.

It was in the framework of this series of upgrades that the dump was replaced in October 2013, during CERN’s LS1 (Long Shutdown 1, 2013-2014). The previous dump had in fact been operating since the construction of the PSB in 1972 and could no longer safely absorb the beams of increased intensity and energy accelerated by the booster.

The aim of this work is to present the R&D activities for the new design of the dump, describing how it can cope with the upgraded beam parameters, as well as the procedure for its replacement, taking into consideration the radiological requirements along with the physical and infrastructural constraints inherent of the project. The operational feedback from the use of the dump between LS1 and LS2 (2015 - 2018) is also compared with the finite-element simulations that guided the design of the new dump.

FIG. 1: Drawing of the original PS Booster dump core, showing the side and front view of the assembly. Dimensions are in mm.
B. Dump Area Layout

The PSB external dump is located at the end of the BTM line, after the PSB-to-PS extraction line and below the transfer line feeding the ISOLDE facility (see Figure 2). As can be seen in Figure 3, the original dump core was installed inside a 5 m-deep, 1 m-diameter cavity shielded by hollow-cylinder shaped concrete blocks.

Due to limitations on the possible interventions in the PSB extraction area, the new dump core had to be installed in the same cavity as the original one. The compatibility with the installation inside the cavity was, therefore, one of the main factors that drove the design phase for the new dump core and its shielding.

II. BEAM PARAMETERS

Based on past experience, around 6% of the beams extracted from the PSB are regularly dumped during normal operation. Considering conservatively 10% of the extracted protons to be dumped, as well as the increase of the intensity due to the installation of the Linac4, around $5 \times 10^{19}$ protons will reach the dump core each year.

Moreover, in the case of commissioning periods, up to 50% of the beams that are extracted from the PSB are sent to the dump for several consecutive months. This is the case, for example, of the commissioning period that is foreseen after the connection of the Linac4 to the PSB and the consequent upgrade to 2 GeV beam energy.

Out of all the possible types of beams extracted from the PSB after LS2, two were identified as the most critical for the operation of the dump: the NORMGPS and the LHC25ns. The NORMGPS is a standard beam produced for the operation of the GPS (i.e. General Purpose Separator), which is one of the two isotope separators of the ISOLDE Facility at CERN (the other one being the High Resolution Separator, HRS). The LHC25ns is instead the standard beam that is employed for feeding the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Their main parameters are listed in Table I. As it can be seen, the NORMGPS beam has a higher intensity and deposits, therefore, a higher total energy in the dump. The LHC25ns, on the other hand, despite having a lower intensity, produces a higher maximum energy deposition density into the dump core due to its smaller transverse size. The new beam dump was designed to have a lifetime of 25 to 30 years operating under the conditions produced by these beams, excluding any further upgrade of the accelerators.

III. DESIGN OF THE NEW DUMP

A. Dump core design

As mentioned in Sec. 1B, the only possible location for the installation of the new dump was the same dump cavity at the end of the BTM line where the original dump was installed. Given these physical constraints, the structure of the new core-shielding assembly had to be similar to the original one. It consists of a cylindrical dump core that is installed at the downstream end of the dump cavity and surrounded by a set of cylindrical shielding blocks. The materials, cooling technology and dimensions of the new core are, however, very different from the first generation one.

As described in Sec. 1A, the previous core was made up of a series of steel disks, with a total length of 490 mm. Due to the higher energy of the upgraded beam, however, a longer dump made of a higher density material was required in order to contain most of the prompt radiation produced in the beam interaction process and reduce leaking of radiation downstream. Copper alloys, thanks to their high density and high thermal conductivity, were ideal candidate materials. Considering a dump entirely made of copper, the nuclear inelastic scattering length ($\lambda$) of 2 GeV protons is 13.8 cm. A dump length of at least 140 cm, corresponding to roughly 10$\lambda$, was therefore required to fully contain the impacting beam and reduce the uncollided proton fraction escaping the dump down to less than $5 \times 10^{-5}$.

Since the temperatures and stresses resulting from the energy deposited in the dump by the beam would have been
### TABLE I: Parameters of the most critical beams for the operation of the dump, after LS2: NORMGPS and LHC25ns [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>NORMGPS</th>
<th>LHC25ns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max beam intensity [ppp]</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^{13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy [GeV/pp]</td>
<td>2 GeV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Length [ns]</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bunches</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full bunch length [ns]</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing between bunches [ns]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity per bunch [p]</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>$3.25 \times 10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam size ($1\sigma, H \times V$) [mm]</td>
<td>$13 \times 13$</td>
<td>$5.1 \times 5.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The diameter of the dump core was required [6] to contain up to 5$\sigma$ of the maximum beam size. According to the estimations of beam size variability reported in [6], the maximum beam size corresponds to the 1.0 GeV NORMGPS/NORMHRS beam, calculated to measure 185 and 192 mm at 5$\sigma$ in the horizontal and vertical plane, respectively.

A CAD model of the new dump core design that resulted from taking into account these requirements is shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, the length of the core was increased from 490 to 1500 mm, while its diameter was also increased from 220 to 400 mm. The lateral surface of the core features a dense series of fins, which, as it will be further detailed in Sec. III C, contribute to increase the heat transfer surface between the dump core and its air cooling system by a factor 5.

Due to size constraints imposed by the Cu-alloy manufacturer, the dump core was split longitudinally into three cylindrical blocks of equal diameter. These parts were then clamped together by means of threaded rods and spring washers in order to ensure good thermal contact. Two lifting rings were screwed onto the front face of the dump core. Stainless steel cables were attached to these rings so that the dump could be easily extracted in the future.

#### B. Dump core-shielding assembly

The current dump core-shielding assembly is shown in a CAD section view in Figure 5. As described in Sec. III A, this assembly was designed to be installed in the same dump cavity that has been used since the installation of the PSB.

Since the new dump core diameter had to be larger than that of the previous one, the available space for shielding blocks was smaller. A higher density material was therefore required to guarantee the same shielding effectiveness. Cast iron was used for the three downstream shielding blocks, while concrete was chosen for the two upstream ones (closer to the cavity entrance) in order to minimize the residual dose in the area outside of the cavity and to more effectively absorb the thermal neutrons backscattered from the absorber. As can be seen in Figure 5, the five blocks have an annular geometry and cover the whole depth of the cavity. In the radial direction, a gap of 30 mm is left between the inner diameter of the blocks and the tip of the dump core’s fins, so as to limit the value of the pressure drop experienced by the air flowing in the gap.

As shown in Figure 5, each shielding block features two series of skates. The lower skates allow the blocks to slide onto a pre-existing steel rail, which is fixed onto the external...
concrete shielding of the dump cavity. The upper skates allow the dump core to reach its position at the downstream end of the cavity by sliding on the shielding blocks, once these have been inserted.

With the current configuration of the beamline, beams sent to the dump travel in air for approximately five metres. In order to minimize the radiological impact of this design, the air activated by the beam is confined in an aluminum alloy air pipe over almost this total length.

FIG. 6: Front photo of the PSB dump cavity, taken during the insertion of the new shielding blocks in October 2013. The concrete shielding blocks are visible, together with the two air inlet ducts as well as the lower and upper skates.

C. Dump Cooling

Under the conditions mentioned in Sec. II, the total average power that will be deposited by the beam in the dump core-shielding assembly will amount to 11 kW. As it is further detailed in Sec. IV A, this value was evaluated by means of simulations performed using the FLUKA [10] Monte Carlo code and it corresponds to the sum of the power that is deposited in the dump core (9.7 kW) and in the shielding assembly (1.3 kW).

In order to dissipate this amount of power, either water or air would have been viable solutions for the cooling system. Due to the radiation protection challenges associated with the use of water, such as the higher production (and retention) of tritium and the danger posed by water leaks, air was chosen as the coolant for this application.

Similarly to the original dump, it was not required for the new dump core to operate in vacuum. This greatly simplified the design of the cooling system (schematics shown in Figure 7). As can be seen, air is blown from the downstream end of the dump through two inlet ducts that are housed in the lower part of the shielding blocks (visible in Figure 6). Once it reaches the end of the cavity, the air is then forced to flow backwards between the fins placed along the lateral surface of the dump. Finally, the air flows out of the cavity into the tunnel, where it is removed by the existing tunnel ventilation [11].

As can be seen in Figure 8, the air handling unit (AHU) is located outside of the cavity in an area with low prompt radiation conditions, beside the beam line. It is composed of two independent fans in order to provide redundant operation in case of failure of one unit [11].

FIG. 8: View of the entrance of the beam dump cavity at the end of the BTM cavity in November 2019. Visible on the left side in the foreground under the staircase to ISOLDE, the Air Handling Unit (AHU) and the cooling ducts feeding into the cavity

The air supply is taken from the general ventilation system of the area, which has a theoretical maximum temperature of 20 °C. In order to maintain the dump core within acceptable temperatures and to keep the air temperature increase below 20 °C. The required flow rate is 1800 Nm$^3$/h.

IV. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES

Analyses performed by means of finite-element simulations were fundamental in guiding the design of the dump core. These analyses were structured in the following steps:

1. Evaluation of the energy deposited in the dump core by the proton beams by means of FLUKA [10] Monte Carlo simulations;
2. Interpolation of the FLUKA-calculated energy deposition in the dump core in an ANSYS-CFX® CFD (i.e.
Computational Fluid Dynamics) model to evaluate the performance of the cooling system;
3. Extraction of the HTC (i.e. Heat Transfer Coefficient) between air and dump core from ANSYS-CFX® and its interpolation into an ANSYS-Mechanical® model to assess the thermal-mechanical response of the dump core.

This process was followed for each of the analyzed beams, intensities and dumping rates.

A. Energy deposition

As previously introduced, the energy deposited by the beams into the dump core was computed by means of FLUKA [10] Monte Carlo simulations. The characteristics of each beam were set consistently with those listed in Table [1] which were derived from the study in [6].

Figure [9] shows the distribution of energy density deposited into the dump core by the 2 GeV NORMGPS beam. As can be seen, a high energy deposition density is present in close proximity to the upstream face of the dump. This was the main reason why a material with high thermal conductivity, such as CuCr1Zr, was chosen to efficiently evacuate the heat towards the outer air-cooled surfaces of the core.

B. CFD Simulations

Once the FLUKA-computed energy deposition into the dump core was obtained, it was interpolated for each case into an ANSYS-CFX® steady state CFD model. This process was first performed in order to guide the design of the dump core and, in particular, to identify the optimal geometry of the fins on its lateral surface. As described in [12], the final fin geometry was chosen as a compromise between the maximization of the heat transfer surface and the minimization of the pressure drop. A smaller gap between consecutive fins would have allowed more fins to be placed on the lateral surface of the dump core, thereby increasing the heat transfer surface. This would have also, however, increased the value of the pressure drop experienced by the air flowing in the narrower gaps beyond what a AHU could handle for the specified flow rate of 1800 Nm³/h. The CFD-optimized dump core geometry features fins with a height of 35 mm, a gap between two consecutive fins at the level of their base of 10 mm and a thickness varying between 4 and 6.5 mm.

The CFD model for the final geometry of the dump core is shown in Figure [10]. As can be seen, a symmetry boundary condition is implemented in the model due to the fact that the geometry, the thermal load induced by the beam impact and the air cooling are all nominally symmetric with respect to the central vertical plane. The heat transfer between air and shielding, as well as the energy deposited inside of the shielding were neglected for the purpose of this simulation. In the case of a 2 GeV NORMGPS beam with an intensity of $1 \times 10^{14}$ ppp and a 50% dumping rate (the nominal operation for which the dump was designed) the pressure drop in the entire cooling system is 500 Pa and the increase in air temperature is 13 °C.

C. Thermal response of the dump core to high-intensity 2 GeV beams

The FEM model was then applied to evaluate the thermal response of the dump core in the conditions that would determine the highest temperatures in in currently-foreseen operation. These conditions are achieved during the previously mentioned prolonged dumping of a 2 GeV NORMGPS beam with an intensity of $1 \times 10^{14}$ ppp at a 50% dumping rate. Each beam pulse deposits 23.2 kJ in the dump core. Considering the repetition rate of 1.2 s and the 50% dumping rate, this corresponds to an average deposited power of 9.67 kW. As specified in Sec. [11A] the dump core was longitudinally split into three cylindrical blocks, which were clamped together by means of threaded rods. This method of assembling causes some uncertainties in modelling the thermal contact between these blocks. It was therefore interesting to examine the response of the dump core in the two extreme cases between which the real response of the blocks must lie:

1. The case of perfect thermal contact between the blocks, which essentially corresponds to that of a continuous dump;
2. The case of null thermal contact, in which, apart from the air flowing around them, the three blocks are thermally isolated from one another. The analysis for this case was focused on the first block, due to it being the one in which the vast majority of the total energy is deposited.

Similarly to the CFD analysis, a symmetric model was implemented in both cases. The steady state temperature distributions computed for 2 GeV NORMGPS beam with an intensity of $1 \times 10^{14}$ ppp at a 50% dumping rate are shown for the two considered models in Figure [11]. Steady state is achieved in around 1 h of this type of operation. Once this is achieved, a pulse impact causes a temporary increase in the maximum temperature of 10°C. The maximum temperature that is reached in the cycle is, therefore, 148°C, if the model with the first isolated block is taken into consideration.

It is also interesting to consider the temperature distribution that would be achieved in the dump core if the 2 GeV NORMGPS beam were to be dumped with a $1 \times 10^{14}$ ppp at a 100% dumping rate. In these conditions, the power that is deposited on the dump is 19.34 kW, double that considered in the previous case. The steady state temperature profiles computed for these conditions are shown in Figure [12].

Since the pulse intensity is the same as the previous case, each pulse would still cause a temporary increase of the maximum temperature in the dump core of 10°C. The maximum temperature in this case would then be 260°C if the model assuming the first isolated block is considered. As can be seen in Figure [13] the yield strength of the CuCr1Zr employed in the dump core decreases at this temperature only by around 15%
FIG. 9: Top: energy deposition density (GeV/cm$^3$ per primary proton) deposited into the dump core by the 2 GeV NORMGPS beam. Bottom: corresponding maximum value of the energy deposition density along the length of the dump core.

FIG. 10: Velocity streamlines obtained for the steady state CFD simulation that computes the impact of the 2 GeV NORMGPS beam with an intensity of $1 \times 10^{14}$ ppp and a 50% dumping rate (the nominal operation for which the dump was designed).

with respect to the yield strength at ambient temperature. This means therefore that, even considering a highly conservative thermal model such as the one with the first isolated block, impacted with a full intensity 2 GeV beam at a 100% dumping rate, the maximum reached temperatures would be well within the maximum service temperatures of the dump core material.

D. Mechanical response of the dump core to high intensity 2 GeV beams

As previously detailed in Sec. II, two among all the possible beams extracted from the PSB after LS2 were identified as the most critical for the operation of the dump core. The NORMGPS beam, considered in the previous section, has the smallest beam dimension among the beams that have an intensity of $1 \times 10^{14}$ ppp. The LHC25ns beam, while having a lower total intensity of $1.3 \times 10^{13}$ ppp, has a considerably smaller transversal beam size and, therefore, a higher maximum energy deposition density. The model that was used to evaluate the dynamic mechanical response of the dump core to each of these beam impacts consists of a 2D axi-symmetric model of the first block of the dump core.

The time-dependent temperature response of the first dump core block to each beam impact, starting from a steady state operation achieved under NORMGPS beam dumping at a 50% dumping rate, was first interpolated and applied to the mechanical model as a thermal load. The evolution over time of the maximum Von Mises Equivalent Stress in the dump core caused by each beam impact is shown in Figure 13. In both cases, the maximum stress takes place in the center of the upstream face of the block. As can be seen, while the LHC25ns beam causes a higher peak Von Mises stress (point A in the graph, 39 MPa) just after the impact, the maximum values of stress are actually achieved some time after the NORMGPS impact. By studying the evolution over time of the pressure in the area surrounding the center of the upstream surface of the block, it was possible to identify the origin of these stress peaks. The second peak in the NORMGPS response (point B in the graph, 46.2 MPa at 87.8 $\mu$s) is caused by the radial stress wave that was originally generated on the axis of the dump core by the beam impact coming back towards the axis after having been reflected on the lateral surface. This can also be verified by noting that 87.8 $\mu$s also corresponds to the time that is necessary for the speed of sound in CuCr1Zr (4500 m/s) to travel to the outer surface and back. The second peak (point C in the graph, 51.2 MPa at 136 $\mu$s) is instead induced by a Rayleigh surface wave, which travels more slowly than the speed of sound. The stress distribution at this time, corresponding to the case of the NORMGPS impact, is shown in Figure 14. After having understood the causes of the higher values of the stress peaks in the NORMGPS impact, it is possible to state that these are es-
FIG. 11: Steady state temperature distributions achieved in the dump core for the two models taken into consideration under prolonged dumping of a 2 GeV NORMGPS beam with an intensity of $1 \times 10^{14}$ ppp at a 50% dumping rate. On the left, the continuous dump model. On the right, the model assuming the first block isolated.

FIG. 12: Steady state temperature distributions achieved in the dump core for the two considered models under prolonged dumping of a 2 GeV NORMGPS beam with an intensity of $1 \times 10^{14}$ ppp at a 100% dumping rate. On the left, the continuous dump model. On the right, the model with the first block isolated. Temperatures in °C.

sentially due to the higher total amount of energy (nearly ten-fold) that is deposited by this beam. As it was shown before, this higher amount of deposited energy causes, in turn, more intense stress waves to arise during the dynamic response of the dump core.

It is finally important to compare these results with the mechanical properties of CuCr1Zr. Since this alloy is precipitation hardened, its final mechanical properties are achieved by solution annealing followed by cold working and ageing [8, 14, 15] and also depend on temper state and testing temperature. Moreover, core hardenability also depends on the diameter of the semi-finished product from which the dump was machined. It was for this reason that a series of tensile tests were performed on specimens that were extracted from several positions in a part that had the same dimension as the semi-finished product from which the dump core blocks were machined. The results from these tests, for different testing temperatures, are summarized in Figure 15.

Even though the above comparison suggests that the design constraints could have been relaxed as the material could accept higher stresses and temperature, it should be noted that the dynamic loading conditions produced by the pulsed beam has an important effect on the fatigue life of the material. Furthermore, the mechanical and thermal properties of the alloy can be degraded by the effect of a long exposure to irradiation and due to high integrated intensity to which the dump core will be subjected (estimated at $1.3 \times 10^{21}$ protons during 25 years of operation of the dump). The corresponding maximum value of the DPA (i.e. Displacements Per Atom) in the dump core, accumulated at the end of the 25 years of operation of the dump, was computed by means of FLUKA Monte

FIG. 13: Evolution over time of the maximum Von Mises stress in the dump core after impacts from the NORMGPS and LHC25ns beams.
FIG. 14: Von Mises equivalent stress distribution achieved in the first block of the dump core after 136 µs from the initial NORMGPS beam impact (point C in the graphic in Figure 13).

FIG. 15: Mechanical properties obtained from tensile tests on specimens that were extracted from notable position in a part that had the same dimension as the semi-finished product from which the dump core blocks were machined. [16].

Carlo simulations and corresponds to 0.5 DPA. Due to the substantial lack of data concerning the damage caused by proton irradiation on materials, it is difficult to evaluate the effect that such a high DPA value could have on the performance of the dump core. Some first-order indications could be given by analyzing the results of neutron irradiation on the properties of the material. In the study carried out in [17], CuCr1Zr fast-neutron irradiated up to 0.27 DPA exhibited a limited increase in yield strength and ultimate tensile strength due to radiation hardening of just 6-10%. The decrease in ductility was instead more pronounced. As described in [18], electrical conductivity, which is directly proportional to the thermal diffusivity by means of the Wiedermann-Franz law, of CuCr1Zr irradiated up to 0.3 DPA in a fast-neutron reactor showed minor sensitivity to irradiation. The damage to the mechanical properties of CuCr1Zr caused by proton-beam irradiation will be further studied thanks to the post-irradiation examination of a capsule for material testing that was irradiated at Brookhaven National Laboratory’s BLIP facility [19]. The capsule, containing different layers of material specimens, among which CuCr1Zr, was subjected to an integrated intensity of \( 1.02 \times 10^{21} \) protons with an energy of 181 MeV. The maximum DPA value reached in the CuCr1Zr specimens as a result of this irradiation was 0.6 [20]. The post-irradiation examination of the contents of the capsule for material testing is scheduled to take place during 2020.

V. REPLACEMENT OF THE ORIGINAL DUMP

A. Radiation protection considerations

As shown by the dose rate measurements that are summarized in Table II, the dose rate of the original dump core was particularly high after 40 years of irradiation. As a consequence of this, the dismantling procedure was defined following the ALARA (i.e. "As Low As Reasonably Achievable") safety principle. This approach aims at minimizing the dose of radiation to personnel by employing all reasonable methods.

For the case of the PSB dump, the application of the ALARA approach started with the creation of a map of the dose rate in the area where the work would be performed. On the basis of this, as well as of a detailed list of the actions to be taken and the time required for each of them, a work and dose planning document was compiled. This document contained a plan of the activities to be executed by each worker and the respective estimated absorbed dose. The workers also had to be trained for the tasks they performed and the dose received by each of them was continuously monitored.

TABLE II: Results of the dose rate measurements [µSv/h] performed on the main components of the original dump core-shielding assembly as they were being extracted from the cavity [22].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Dose [µSv/h]</th>
<th>Distance [cm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dump core + beam pipe</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam pipe</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Shielding container of dump core and beam pipe</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>Contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innermost shielding block</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outermost shielding block</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Removal and dismantling of the original dump

1. Preparatory steps

The removal and dismantling of the original dump first required three preparatory steps:

1. Pre-shielding. In this phase, a steel cylinder, visible in Figure 16, was inserted in the beam pipe in order to reduce the radiation from the dump core towards the outside of the dump cavity. In this way, the dose received by the workers during the following activities could be
reduced from 120 μSv/h down to 15 μSv/h. This step was carried out in April 2013, four months prior to the following operations, and also proved useful for other activities in the area, prior to the removal of the dump:

2. Temporary dismantling of the equipment in the BTM and BTY lines. In order to have the necessary space for extracting the original dump core-shielding assembly, the equipment in the BTM and BTY lines leading up to the dump cavity had to be temporarily dismantled and stored in a different facility;

3. Lining of the area outside the dump with a plastic film. This coating, resistant to the mechanical stresses expected during the subsequent dismantling activities, was used to reduce the risk of contamination from the surface contamination present in the area.

2. Extraction and handling of the dump core and beam pipe

Once the preparatory steps were carried out, the tooling that was necessary for the extraction of the dump core was installed outside the cavity, as shown in Figure 17.

The extremity of the beam pipe was attached to a winch by means of a clamping tool. Then, as shown in Figure 18 by operating the winch, the dump core and the beam pipe were slid out of the cavity onto a support structure with rollers. After the full extraction of the assembly, a total of four cuts, indicated in Figure 16 with dashed lines, were performed on the beam pipe by means of a remotely-operated saw. After each cut, the assembly was pushed back towards the cavity, thereby making each cut part fall into a lead-shielded container, which is also visible in Figure 17.

After the cutting procedure was completed, the shielded container was transported to the radioactive waste storage facility at CERN for storage and the tooling for the extraction of the original dump core and beam pipe was disassembled.

3. Extraction of the original shielding blocks

The five original shielding blocks were extracted by means of the tooling shown in Figure 19. As it can be seen, each shielding block was clamped from the inside by means of a clamping tool that was attached to the same winch cable that was used for the extraction of the dump core and beam pipe. Then, by operating the winch, the blocks were slid out of the cavity and onto a support cradle that was mounted outside of the cavity hole. This support cradle featured an extension of the steel rail on which the blocks were resting on the cavity
FIG. 19: Extraction of one of the original shielding blocks onto the support cradle.

(which can also be seen in Figure 6).

Once fully extracted, each block was loaded by means of a gantry crane inside individual shielded containers for transport and storage in a radioactive waste facility.

C. Installation of the new dump core-shielding assembly

FIG. 20: a) New CuCr1Zr dump core prior to its insertion in the cavity. b) The new CuCr1Zr dump core fully inserted in the dump cavity. Visible in blue, the rollers embedded in the shielding blocks that allowed the dump core to be slid to the end of the dump cavity.

Prior to the installation of the new dump core-shielding assembly in October 2013, the dump cavity was inspected and decontaminated. After this, samples of concrete were extracted from the lower part of the cavity. This, together with a structural analysis of the previously installed steel rail [23], was necessary to confirm that the dump cavity was indeed able to withstand the increased weight of the new dump core-shielding assembly, which is more than 50% higher than before. The installation then started with the pre-assembly of the air ducts for the ventilation and of the shielding blocks. This assembly was then progressively slid into the cavity by mounting each block on the same support cradle system that was previously used for the extraction of the old shielding. Finally, as shown in Figure 20, the new dump core was slid to the end of the cavity by sliding it on the rollers that were embedded in the new shielding blocks.

VI. MONITORING AND OPERATIONAL FEEDBACK

The dump core and the respective cooling system were equipped with a set of sensors in order to assess their performance during their operation. These sensors include:

- A Pt100 probe (attached by thermal tab) and a type N thermocouple installed at each of twelve points on the dump core measure the temperature of the dump core. Both types of sensors were polymide-insulated;
- Six Pt100 sensors measure the outlet temperature of the air;
- A calorimetric sensor gathers data on the flow and the temperature of the air before it enters the dump cavity;
- A Beam Current Transformer (BCT) is also installed upstream of the dump and measures the intensity of the dumped beam.

FIG. 21: Overview of the measurements of some of the sensors installed on the dump core that were retrieved from Timber.

The data measured by these sensors is collected in CERN’s TIMBER logging system [24]. An example of the data that is measured by the thermocouples installed on the dump core and the intensity of the is shown in Figure 21 for the time period from 04:00 on the 11th of March, 2018 to 15:00 of the
following day. The measurements of the Pt100 sensors that were installed on the dump core, not displayed in the Figure, clearly showed signs of malfunction for most of these sensors. Despite the fact that the highlighted period exhibited some of the highest intensities of the beam dumped between LS1 and LS2, the 1.4 GeV beams were sent to the dump core with an average intensity of only \(3.3 \times 10^{12}\) ppp. This is only a small fraction of the design intensity that was considered in Sec. IVC for the 2 GeV NORMGPS beam. The beam impacts during this period deposited an average power of 500 W over the 1.2 s-long cycle. This power, which corresponds to only 5% of the 9.7 kW design power that was considered in Sec. IVC, was evaluated by means of FLUKA Monte Carlo simulations considering a 1.4 GeV NORMGPS beam with the same characteristics as those that were measured during that week of operation.

It is also important to mention that, due to a temporary malfunction of the cooling system, the inlet temperature of the air in this period was 29° C. Considering the fact that the maximum temperature that was registered by the thermocouples during this period was 34° C, it can be stated that the increase in temperature due to the repeated beam impacts corresponded only to 5° C. This temperature increase is of the same order of magnitude of the 2.5°C accuracy that can be expected for the type N thermocouples that are installed on the dump core. Nevertheless, it was considered interesting to compare these measurements to the results given by the FEM model that was used to guide the design of the dump core (which was described in Sec. IVC) for these lower-intensity beam impacts. The thermocouples that are installed on the upstream face of the dump core were chosen for this comparison.

The position of these thermocouples, along with their respective labels, are shown in Figure 22.
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**FIG. 22:** Positions and labels of the four thermocouples that are placed on the upstream face of the dump core. The vertical red line corresponds to the projection of the symmetry plane that was implemented in the FEM simulations.

The temperatures that were registered by these thermocouples, along with the temperatures computed in the corresponding points by the thermal FEM simulation, are summarized in Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermocouples</th>
<th>FEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TC3_1</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC3_2</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC3_3</td>
<td>32.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in the table, the temperatures calculated by the two FEM models that were considered in Sec. IVC are similar to those that were registered by the thermocouples installed on the dump core. After LS2, the higher temperatures achieved in the dump core as a consequence of the higher energy and intensities of the dumped beams and will allow a more accurate comparison of the measured temperatures with the results of the FEM models.

**VII. CONCLUSIONS**

In order to cope with the more intense and powerful beam expected after the PS Booster upgrade during LS2, thorough calculations were performed to produce a robust, conservative (hence reliable) beam dump design. In 2013 the new dump was installed in the same cavity as the original dump, following strict radio-protection protocols to minimize the dose to personnel. The new dump consists of three cylindrical blocks of CuCr1Zr, held together by screws and spring washers. The assembly is cooled by forced air convection, injected into the cavity where the dump is located and flushed back out into the accelerator tunnel. To maximize the cooling, fins were included in the design. The dump has operated between LS1 and LS2 well below its design parameters and is ready to handle the increased load expected after 2021. A testing run at full power is foreseen in late 2021 or early 2022.
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